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REITEC.PMM is a handy application designed to keep track of the test equipment that is used by your company for the quality
assurance process. The application allows you to create a database with the required equipment and to manage the details for each item.
You can specify a location and a status for each of the equipments in order to know which one needs to be tested, calibrated or released.
REITEC.PMM Features: - The use of relational database technology for the storage of a large number of items. - Each item can have
one or more locations. - Updating the inventory with several methods of entering the information. - The search of the items in the
database. - Saving the list of the active items. - The edition of the inventory, adding new items or updating the existing ones. - The
configuration of the items (including the adding or the update of the date of the first and the last tests or the calibration). - Generating
bar graphs from the stored data. - The extraction of statistical information from the database. - An export of the content of the database
as a Excel file. - The ability to generate reports of the inventory based on the search criteria. - A data entry form for the items of the
inventory, which is very easy to use. REITEC.PMM License: REITEC.PMM license agreement text: REITEC.PMM is free. However
you are kindly asked to send the license agreement text, and in case of any problem or security violation, the author of the software is
authorized to revoke your license. REITEC.PMM file size: REITEC.PMM file size: 175 KB Company: Registro Software Lanzado:
02/2018 Descripción: REITEC.PMM is a handy application designed to keep track of the test equipment that is used by your company
for the quality assurance process. The application allows you to create a database with the required equipment and to manage the details
for each item. You can specify a location and a status for each of the equipments in order to know which one needs to be tested,
calibrated or released. REITEC.PMM Description: REITEC.PMM is a handy application designed to keep track of the test equipment
that is used by your company for the quality assurance process. The application allows
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KeyMacro is a data base software which has already been used for many years to store all your data on your Microsoft Access database.
It is easy to use and has a friendly GUI. KEYMACRO Features: 1. Data stored in a classic Microsoft Access database. 2. Easy to use and
quick to load. 3. Support most windows languages. 4. Support Unicode (UTF-8). 5. Have new features like import from remote data
base, export to remote data base, export to excel, export to csv, export to xml, export to mht, import from remote data base, import from
excel, import from csv, import from xml, import from mht. 6. Data can be saved in a simple Microsoft Access database or in an Access
table. 7. Have a listbox to add a new equipment to the list of all equipment available. 8. Have a listbox to add a new Equipment Service
Centre to the list of all equipments available. 9. Add a link to a device to a device or to an equipment. 10. Show a device list when a
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device or equipment is clicked on. 11. Allow the user to move the equipment from one equipments centre to another. 12. The data from
the device can be displayed to the user. 13. The user can configure the device by clicking on it and opening its configuration dialog. 14.
The user can configure an equipment by clicking on it and opening its configuration dialog. 15. Automatic alert if the configuration is
not done. 16. Automatic alert if the configuration or the device is locked. 17. Save the configurations on a server. 18. Add another server
in configuration mode. 19. Save settings like the size of the font and the size of the icons. 20. Change server settings like default address,
port, path of all the servers. 21. The application allows you to load the data in just one click by clicking on the Connect button. 22. The
application supports the remote mode, so that you can use the remote application to view your data, edit the data and run the application.
23. To edit the data, the user can click on the edit button on the device, equipment or service centre list. 24. To edit the data, the user can
open the configuration dialog and specify a new configuration. 25. To delete the data for a specific device, you can open the
configuration 1d6a3396d6
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REITEC.PMM is a handy application designed to keep track of the test equipment that is used by your company for the quality
assurance process. The application allows you to create a database with the required equipment and to manage the details for each item.
You can specify a location and a status for each of the equipments in order to know which one needs to be tested, calibrated or released.
REITEC.PMM Features: • Specify details about your test equipment such as item, location, serial number, status, and cost • An invoice
and bill will be created for each item • Supports all type of test equipment such as test station, analyzer, digital storage oscilloscope, data
acquisition system, and others • A database is created that allows you to keep track of all of the test equipment • A detailed report is
created and can be exported to Excel or Word • Create, edit and delete test equipment from the database • You can add your equipment
inventory to the test equipment database using a barcode scanner REITEC.PMM Requirements: • All versions of Windows from XP
through 10 • Java 1.6 or higher REITEC.PMM System Requirements: • Any type of connection to the database will be provided • A
large screen resolution (1280 x 800 pixels or more) REITEC.PMM Last Update: The application was updated on 27 November 2017
TurboDiagnose.com is an online diagnostic tool for industrial PCs which provides the user with the capability to check and diagnose PC
problems with just one click of the mouse. TurboDiagnose is especially for developers, programmers and IT specialists. The main
feature is that TurboDiagnose is very easy to use. All the functions are clearly explained and there is even a language tutorial available.Q:
i want to move dynamically allocated class into a base class i'm currently working on a little program that's supposed to be a simplified
version of the yahtzee game. It's mainly a test for my C++ learning abilities. I tried dynamically allocating a class called Yahtzee and
passing it into the base class named YahtzeeBoard. As you can see, I tried to transfer the dynamically allocated object to the base class
through its constructor. In the image above, you can see the line in yellow. How can I pass this line into the base class YahtzeeBoard? For
more
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REITEC.PMM is a handy application designed to keep track of the test equipment that is used by your company for the quality
assurance process. The application allows you to create a database with the required equipment and to manage the details for each item.
You can specify a location and a status for each of the equipments in order to know which one needs to be tested, calibrated or released.
For each item, you can set a test order, a test manager, a release order, a calibration order, a test manager, a calibration manager, a run
order, a status, a location and a date. As you create the database, you can add items to it, set the respective orders and manage the
progress of your tests. You can specify multiple items in a single test order. You can even have multiple orders for the same item. You
can set the manager for a test order to set the progress of the tests. You can also manage the manager for a calibration order. You can set
a release order and a calibration order for the same item. You can set a run order for the item. You can set a status and a location for the
item. You can create a series of items (a group of items), so that you can manage the items of the series collectively. You can also create
items for use in a different application (such as a different REITEC product). You can create separate lists for the items you wish to
manage. You can specify the title and the text of the item. You can set a date and a comment for the item. You can set a path for the
item and set the file name for the item. You can set the status for the item. You can set the location for the item. You can set a level of
detail for the item. You can specify the status of the item. You can specify the path for the item. You can set the number of check items
for the item. You can set the cost of the item. You can specify the date that the item will be released. You can specify the date that the
item will be calibrated. You can specify the date that the item will be tested. You can specify the date that the item will be recalled. You
can have multiple employees managing items. You can limit the level of access for users. You can set the order for the items in a series.
You can set the selection for the items in a series. You can set a default name for the series. You can set the description for the series.
You can set the location for the series. You can specify the title and the text of the series.
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System Requirements For REITEC.PMM:
OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (32-bit & 64-bit) Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (32-bit & 64-bit) Processor: Intel Pentium IV or AMD Athlon Intel
Pentium IV or AMD Athlon Memory: 1 GB RAM 1 GB RAM Hard Disk: 2 GB available space 2 GB available space Video Card:
DirectX 10 compatible video card DirectX 10 compatible video card Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card DirectX compatible
sound card DirectX Version:
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